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Introduction 

A   survey  of  these  course  materials  will  confirm  that  this  learning  package  has  been  specially  designed 

for  many  kinds  of  teachers  working  in  a   variety  of  situations. 

In  Which  Category  Do  You  Fit? 

□   Small  Schools  Teacher 

□   inexperienced 

□   experienced,  but  in  other  subject  areas 

□   experienced  in  teaching  Agriculture,  but  wanting  to  try  a   different  approach 

□   Distance  Learning  Teacher 

□   travelling  to  schools  within  the  region 

□   using  facsimile  and  teleconferences  to  teach  students  within  the  region 

□   Large  Schools  Teacher 

□   inexperienced 

□   experienced  in  teaching  Agriculture,  but  wanting  to  try  a   different  approach 
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Because  these  materials  have  been  created  by  experienced  classroom  teachers  and  distance  learning 

specialists,  they  have  many  advantages  for  students  and  teachers,  regardless  of  the  situation. 

    Advantages  for  Students    
Materials 

•   incorporate  a   strong  learner-centred 
philosophy 

•   promote  such  qualities  in  the  learner  as 
autonomy,  independence,  and  flexibility 

•   are  developed  through  media  that  suit  the 
needs  and  circumstances  of  the  learner 

•   reflect  the  experiential  background  of 
Alberta  students 

•   provide  opportunities  by  overcoming 
barriers  that  result  from  geographical 
location 

•   promote  individualized  learning,  allowing 
learners  to  work  at  their  own  pace 

    Advantages  for  Teachers    
Materials 

•   allow  teachers  maximum  teaching  time  and 

minimize  preparation  time 

•   include  different  routes  through  the 
materials  to  suit  different  learners 

•   incorporate  a   wide  range  of  teaching 

strategies,  in  particular  those  using 

independent  and  individual  learning 

•   deliver  curriculum  designed  by  education 

specialists  that  reflects  the  Alberta 

Education  Program  of  Studies  with  an 

emphasis  on  Canadian  content 

•   provide  learning  materials  that  are  upwardly 

compatible  with  advanced  educational technology 

Does  this  learning  package  sound  like  something  you  could  use? 

This  Learning  Facilitator’s  Manual  begins  with  an  overview  of  the  current  Career  and  Technology 
program.  This  summary  is  included  for  inexperienced  teachers  or  those  teachers  who  have  found 

themselves  teaching  Agriculture  when  their  training  is  in  other  subject  areas.  This  brief  description  is 

not  meant  to  replace  the  Alberta  Education  Guide  to  Standards  and  Implementation,  but  rather  to  help 

teachers  confirm  the  highlights  of  the  program. 

Other  parts  of  this  introduction  have  also  been  included  to  help  teachers  become  familiar  with  this 

learning  package  and  determine  how  they  might  want  to  use  it  in  their  classrooms. 

Beyond  the  introduction,  the  guide  itself  contains  answers, 

models,  explanations,  and  other  tips  generated  by  the  teachers 
who  authored  this  course. 

The  Student  Module  Booklets,  Assignment  Booklets,  and  LFMs 

are  the  products  of  experienced  classroom  teachers  and  distance 

learning  specialists.  It  is  the  hope  of  these  teachers  that  their 

experience  can  be  shared  with  those  who  want  to  take  advantage 
of  it. 
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Overview  of  Career  and  Technology  Studies 

Program  Philosophy 

Career  and  Technology  Studies  offers  all  students  important  learning  opportunities.  Regardless  of  the 

particular  area  of  study  chosen,  students  in  CTS  will 

•   develop  skills  that  they  can  apply  in  their  daily  lives  now  and  in  the  future 

•   refine  career-planning  skills 

•   develop  technology-related  skills 

•   enhance  employability  skills 

•   apply  and  reinforce  learnings  developed  in  other  subject  areas 

In  CTS,  students  build  skills  they  can  apply  in  their  everyday  lives.  For  example,  in  the  CTS  program, 

particularly  at  the  introductory  levels,  students  have  the  opportunity  to  improve  their  ability  to  make 

sound  consumer  decisions  and  to  appreciate  environmental  and  safety  precautions. 

The  integration  of  careers  throughout  the  CTS  program  helps  students  make  effective  career  decisions 

and  target  their  efforts.  Students  in  CTS  will  have  the  opportunity  to  broaden  their  knowledge  about 

careers,  occupations,  and  job  opportunities  and  the  training  requirements  involved.  As  well,  they  will 

recognize  the  need  for  life-long  learning. 

Students  in  CTS  will  have  the  opportunity  to  use  and  apply  technology  and  systems  effectively  and 

efficiently,  which  involves 

•   a   decision  regarding  which  processes  and  procedures  best  suit  the  task  at  hand 

•   the  appropriate  selection  and  skilled  use  of  the  tools  or  resources  that  are  available 

•   an  assessment  and  management  of  the  impact  that  the  use  of  the  technology  may  have  on 
themselves,  on  others,  and  on  the  environment 

Overview  of  the  Agriculture  Strand 

strand  Rationale 

Agriculture  is  a   diverse  endeavour  involving  both  rural  and  urban  communities.  It  affects  the  quality 

of  life  enjoyed  by  all  Albertans.  Agriculture  encompasses  not  only  the  direct  production  of  primary 

goods,  but  also  the  processing  and  service  industries.  It  is  the  second  most  important  area  of 

economic  activity  in  Alberta.^ 

Growth  and  development  opportunities  exist  for  agriculture  products  and  technologies.  The  continued 

strength  of  Alberta’s  agriculture  industry  in  domestic  and  international  markets  can  be  ensured 
through  practices  that  add  value  to  agriculture  commodities,  and  by  diversifying  products  and 
services  to  meet  consumer  needs. 

'   Agriculture  in  Alberta  (Edmonton:  Alberta  Agriculture,  Food  and  Rural  Development,  1993).  Reprinted  by  permission. 
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Agriculture  involves  using  our  most  basic  resources:  soils,  water,  plants,  animals,  and  people. 

Concern  for  the  environment  provides  continuing  incentive  for  new  technologies  and  methods  of 

managing  interactions  among  these  resources.  Industry  practices  must  ensure  sustainable  use  of 
natural  resources. 

Agriculture,  a   strand  in  Career  and  Technology  Studies,  provides  a   comprehensive  view  of  agriculture 

in  Alberta.  It  encompasses  plant  and  animal  production,  interior  and  exterior  plantscape,  animal 

husbandry,  the  agrifood  industry,  market  research  and  development,  and  environmental  management. 

Students  will  develop  first-hand  knowledge  of  practices  within  Alberta’s  agriculture  industries,  and 
apply  knowledge  gained  in  producing  agriculture  products  and  providing  related  services. 

Within  the  philosophy  of  Career  and  Technology  Studies,  students  in  Agriculture  will  develop  the 

knowledge,  skills,  attitudes,  motivation,  and  commitment  to  work  individually  and  collectively,  as 

private  citizens  and  members  of  the  work  force,  toward  the  conservation  and  responsible  use  of  water, 

land,  air,  forests,  and  wildlife.  In  order  to  achieve  these  competencies,  the  student  will 

•   develop  greater  awareness  of  the  economic,  environmental,  and  social  significance  of 
agriculture  in  society  and  the  global  marketplace,  and  of  factors  affecting  industry  decisions 

•   describe  the  characteristics  of  Alberta’s  agriculture  and  horticulture  industries,  and  identify 
resulting  products  and  services 

•   describe  technologies  and  research  programs  that  support  sustainable  agriculture  systems  and 
enhance  the  development  of  a   range  of  products  and  services 

•   translate  sustainable  development  and  conservation  goals  into  viable  plans  for  developing  and 

marketing  agriculture  and  horticulture  products  and  services 

•   develop  competencies  and  behaviours  that  have  broad  application  to  environmental  career 

paths,  and  specific  application  to  careers  within  Alberta’s  agriculture  and  horticulture  industries 

Although  students  are  at  various  stages  of  cognitive  development,  many  will  continue  to  use  concrete 

operational  thinking.  Each  module  in  Agriculture  provides  opportunities  for  students  to  link  concrete 

and  psychomotor  learning  experiences  to  more  abstract  thought  processes  and  levels  of  thinking. 

Students  will  be  encouraged  to  transfer  the  competencies  they  have  developed  in  other  core  and 

complementary  school  courses  as  well  as  through  hobbies,  interests,  and  past  experiences.  As 

students  learn  to  relate  theory  and  practice  in  participatory  situations,  confidence  will  further  their 

ability  to  meet  personal  and  professional  challenges. 
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Strand  Organization 

Themes 

Modules  in  Agriculture  have  been  grouped  into  three  themes  that  represent  sectors  of  the  agriculture 
industry: 

•   Social  and  Cultural  Perspectives 

•   Technology  and  Applications 

•   Management  and  Conservation 

The  Nature  of  the  Industry  theme  provides  students  with  essential  background  information  about 

agriculture. 

Development  Model 

The  development  model  depicts  major  emphases  within  the  Agriculture  strand.  Three  dimensions  that 

provide  a   basis  for  selecting  and  organizing  content  are  represented  in  the  model. 

KNOWLEDGE,  SKILLS,  AND  ATTITUDES 
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•   The  knowledge,  skills,  and  attitudes,  represented  on  the  upper  face  of  the  model,  provide 
structure  for  the  course  and  focus  attention  on  learning  goals  common  to  all  CTS  courses. 

•   The  learning  contexts,  represented  on  the  right  face  of  the  model,  foster  the  development  of 
knowledge  and  behaviours  that  will  enable  students  to  meet  the  demands  of  daily  living,  further 

training,  and  the  workplace. 

•   The  themes  provide  situational  and  concrete  learning  experiences  that  support  the  development 
of  knowledge,  skills,  and  attitudes  relevant  to  each  of  the  learning  contexts.  Each  theme  focuses 

attention  on  a   different  aspect  of  sustainable  agriculture  development.  Blended  together,  the 

themes  enable  students  to  understand  how  it  is  possible  to  fulfil  social,  cultural,  aesthetic,  and 

economic  goals  through  resource  development,  while  embracing  a   conservation  ethic  so  as  to 

maintain  essential  ecological  processes,  genetic  diversity,  and  an  adequate  resource  base  for 

future  generations. 

Levels 

Agriculture,  like  other  Career  and  Technology  Studies  curricula,  is  organized  into  three  levels  of 

learning:  introductory,  intermediate,  and  advanced. 

Introductory  modules  enable  students  to  develop  an  understanding  of  the  significance  of  agriculture 

industries  to  Albertans.  Students  study  sample  areas  of  production,  processing,  and  marketing,  and 

examine  technologies  that  support  sustainable  agriculture  practice.  Intermediate  and  advanced  level 

modules  develop  more  specialized  knowledge  and  skills  within  an  area  of  production,  marketing,  or 

service.  Students  examine  the  role  of  agriculture  in  a   global  economy,  and  consider  influences  of 

emerging  technologies,  international  trade,  and  environmental  sustainability  on  industry  practice  and 

society  in  general. 
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The  Agriculture  Strand 

Agriculture: Issues  in  Agriculture 

The  Big  Picture* AGRWIO AGR30W 

Animal 

HifSbandry  and  Welfare 
AGR2020 

-THIEMe- 
Sodai  and 

Cultural 

LPet^pectivea 

Production  Basics 

-   AGR203Q 

Field  Crops  I: 
Materials  and  Processes 

AGR2030 

Nursery  and  Greenhouse 
Crops  I:  Materials  and  Processes 

AGR2140 

Livestock  and  Poultry  i: 
Materials  and  Processes 

AGR2040 

Field  Crops  2: 

Management  Techniques 
AGR3030 

Nursery  and  Greenhouse 
Crops  2:  Management 

T   echniques  A   GR3 140 

Livestock  and  Poultry  2: 

Management  Techniques 
AGR3040 

Equine  I: Materials  and  Processes 

AGR2070 
Equine  2; Management  Techniques 

AGR307Q 

Agrifoods  I : Materials  and  Processes 
AGR2050 

Agrlfoods  2; Standards  and  Regulation 
AGR3050 

.   ̂   Bade  Landscape 
and  Turf  Care 

,AGRm7o 

Basic  Floral  Design 
AGKJ080 

Hau'ket  Fundamentals 
AGRJ090 

AgricuRure  Tedinology 
AGRllOO 

Landscape  and  Turf 
i   Mwiagement  I :   Maintenance Practices  AG/?2{idO 

Floral  Design  I : 

Projects  for  All  Occasions 
AGK2080 

Marketing  I: 

Open  Marketing  Structures 
AGR2090 

Pn>t«icted  Structures 
AGR2J00 

Landscape  and  Turf 

Managenwnt  2:  instailation  and 
'   Repair  AGR3060 

Flomi  Design  It 
Creative  Design  and  Display 

AGR3080 

Marketing  2: 

Closed  Marketing  Structures 
AGR309{) 

Biotechnology 

AGR3J00 

^-THEME- Technology 

uid 

^Applications 

Resource  Management 
AGRIJIO 

Soils  Management  t: 
Soil  Properties  and  Classification 

AGR2120 

Water  Management 
AGR3JI0 

Soils  M^agement  2; 
Soil  T«»iting  and  Amending 

AGR3I20 

/-THEME -> 

■y  Msmagement 

and 
^Conservation 

Integrated  Pest 
Management AGR2130 

Sustainable  Agriculture 

Systems 
AGR3130 

    Prerequisite  Recommended  sequence  June  1997 
*   Module  provides  a   strong  foundation  for  further  learning  in  this  strand 
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Module  Descriptions 

AGR  1010:  Agriculture:  The  Big  Picture 

Students  demonstrate  knowledge  of  the  diversity  and  significance  of  agriculture,  and  they  identify 

career  opportunities  within  the  industry. 

AGR  1030:  Production  Basics 

Students  demonstrate  the  basic  steps  involved  in  planting,  growing,  and  harvesting  a   plant  commodity 

or  raising,  growing,  and  finishing  an  animal  commodity;  and  they  identify  related  career 

opportunities. 

AGR  1060:  Consumer  Products  and  Services 

Students  demonstrate  basic  steps  involved  in  processing  (adding  value  to)  an  agriculture  commodity 

and/or  in  providing  related  services,  and  they  identify  career  opportunities  in  agriculture  processing. 

AGR  1070:  Basic  Landscape  and  Turf  Care 

Students  demonstrate  knowledge  of  the  techniques  used  to  perform  basic  landscape  and  turf  care 

services,  focusing  attention  on  plant  identification,  equipment  and  supplies  and  basic  maintenance 

tasks;  and  they  identify  related  career  opportunities. 

AGR  1080:  Basic  Floral  Design 

Students  demonstrate  knowledge  of  the  techniques  used  to  construct  basic  floral  designs  and 

arrangements,  focusing  attention  on  plant  and  flower  identification,  care  and  handling  of  fresh  cut 

flowers  and  foliage,  and  simple  fresh/dried/artificial  arrangements;  and  they  identify  related  career 

opportunities. 

AGR  1090:  Market  Fundamentals 

Students  explain  basic  principles  involved  in  marketing  a   plant  or  animal  product  or  service,  and  they 

identify  related  career  opportunities. 

AGR  1100:  Agriculture  Technology 

Students  describe  applications  of  research  and  technology  within  an  agriculture  or  horticulture 
industry. 

AGR  1110:  Resource  Management 

Students  describe  the  practices  used  to  manage  water,  soil,  and  land  use,  and  they  present  the  results 

of  research  on  one  or  more  related  issues  in  agriculture. 
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AGR  2020:  Animal  Husbandry  and  Welfare 

Students  apply  principles  of  animal  science  and  health  technology  in  providing  care  for  a   domestic 
animal. 

AGR  2030:  Field  Crops  1:  Materials  and  Processes 

Students  apply  knowledge  of  materials  and  processes  in  growing  a   field  crop,  focusing  attention  on 

plant  anatomy  and  identification,  growth  requirements,  physical  structures  and  equipment,  and  related 

career  opportunities.  Potential  areas  of  specialization  include  the  production  of  cereals,  forage,  oil 

seeds,  pulse  crops,  mushrooms,  spices/herbs,  vegetables,  fruits,  medicinal  plants,  and  exotic  plants. 

AGR  2040:  Livestock  and  Poultry  1:  Materials  and  Processes 

Students  apply  knowledge  of  materials  and  processes  in  raising  livestock,  poultry,  or  other  animal 

commodities,  focusing  attention  on  anatomy  and  identification,  rations  and  feeding,  housing,  animal 

handling  and  restraint,  animal  health  and  welfare,  care  for  the  young;  and  they  identify  related  career 

opportunities.  Potential  areas  of  specialization  include  the  production  of  beef,  dairy,  poultry,  swine, 

sheep,  game,  exotics,  and  bees,  and/or  the  study  of  aquaculture. 

AGR  2050:  Agrifoods  1:  Materials  and  Processes 

Students  demonstrate  knowledge  of  materials  and  processes  used  in  producing  an  agrifood  product  or 

providing  a   related  service,  focusing  attention  on  industry  inputs,  and  processing  technologies  and 

practices;  and  they  identify  related  career  opportunities.  Potential  areas  of  investigation  include  dairy, 

beef,  pork,  poultry,  cereals,  oil  seeds,  sugar  beets,  wine,  fruits/vegetables,  and  honey. 

AGR  2060:  Landscape  and  Turf  Management  1:  Maintenance  Practices 

Students  demonstrate  the  techniques  used  to  provide  landscape  and  turf  maintenance  services, 

focusing  attention  on  plant  identification,  equipment  maintenance,  effective  landscape  practices,  cost 

analysis  and  pricing.  Potential  areas  of  specialization  include  home  landscapes,  golf  courses, 

recreational  fields  and  parks,  institutional/industrial  grounds,  and  roadside  landscapes. 

AGR  2070:  Equine  1:  Materials  and  Processes 

Students  demonstrate  practical  skills  and  approved  practices  in  providing  for  the  daily  care  of  a   horse, 

focusing  attention  on  the  origin  and  history  of  horses,  anatomy  and  conformation,  types  and  breeds, 

handling  and  feeding  practices,  and  basic  health  care;  and  they  identify  related  career  opportunities. 

AGR  2080:  Floral  Design  1:  Projects  for  All  Occasions 

Students  demonstrate  knowledge  of  the  practices  involved  in  providing  floral  design  and  interior 

plantscape  services,  focusing  attention  on  plant  and  flower  identification,  elements  and  principles  of 

design,  floral  projects  for  all  occasions,  interior  plant  care,  and  marketing  practices. 
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AGR  2090:  Marketing  1:  Open  Marketing  Structures 

Students  apply  knowledge  of  general  marketing  principles  within  the  context  of  an  agriculture  or 

horiculture  industry,  focusing  attention  on  materials  and  services  offered  to  the  consumer  through 

open  (free  enterprise)  marketing  structures,  marketing  techniques;  and  they  identify  related  career 

opportunities. 

AGR  2100:  Protected  Structures 

Students  identify  essential  components  of  a   controlled  growing  living  environment,  and  demonstrate 

the  techniques  used  to  manage  the  growing  living  environment  within  a   protected  enclosure. 

AGR  2120:  Soils  Management  1:  Soil  Properties  and  Classification 

Students  examine  soil  formation  and  classification,  conduct  tests  to  determine  the  physical  and 

chemical  properties  of  soils,  and  they  explain  the  impact  of  soil  properties  on  productivity. 

AGR  2130:  Integrated  Pest  Management 

Students  apply  knowledge  of  biological,  cultural,  and  chemical  pest-control  measures  within  the 
context  of  an  agriculture,  horticulture,  or  forest  industry. 

AGR  2140:  Nursery  and  Greenhouse  Crops  1:  Materials  and  Processes 

Students  apply  knowledge  of  materials  and  processes  in  growing  a   nursery  or  greenhouse  crop, 

focusing  attention  on  plant  anatomy  and  identification,  growth  requirements,  physical  stmctures  and 

equipment,  and  practical  production  tasks;  and  they  identify  related  career  opportunities. 

AGR  3010:  Issues  in  Agriculture 

Students  analyse  a   range  of  issues  relevant  to  agriculture  and  food  production  and  they  develop 

strategies  for  dealing  with  agriculture  issues  within  a   global  context. 

AGR  3030:  Field  Crops  2:  Management  Techniques 

Students  demonstrate  the  techniques  used  to  produce  a   field  crop,  focusing  attention  on  industry 

trends,  enterprise  selection,  genetics  and  reproduction,  and  production  skills.  Potential  areas  of 

specialization  include  the  production  of  cereals,  forage,  oil  seeds,  pulse  crops,  mushrooms,  spices/ 

herbs,  vegetables,  fruits,  medicinal  plants,  and  exotic  plants. 

AGR  3040:  Livestock  and  Poultry  2:  Management  Techniques 

Students  demonstrate  the  techniques  used  to  manage  production  of  livestock,  poultry  or  other  animal 

commodities,  focusing  attention  on  industry  trends  and  opportunities,  genetics  and  reproduction, 

rations  and  feeding,  housing,  animal  handling  and  restraint,  animal  health  and  welfare,  breeding 

operations,  and  care  for  the  young.  Potential  areas  of  specialization  include  the  production  of  beef, 

dairy,  poultry,  swine,  sheep,  game,  exotics,  and  bees,  and/or  the  study  of  aquaculture. 
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AGR  3050:  Agrifoods  2:  Standards  and  Regulation 

Students  demonstrate  knowledge  of  the  techniques  used  to  manage  the  development  of  an  agrifood 

product  or  related  service,  focusing  attention  on  government  regulation  and  control,  economic 

principles,  product  quality  and  safety,  environmental  impact  and  industry  trends.  Potential  areas  of 

investigation  include  dairy,  beef,  pork,  poultry,  cereals,  oil  seeds,  sugar  beets,  wine,  fruits/vegetables, 

and  honey. 

AGR  3060:  Landscape  and  Turf  Management  2:  Installation  and  Repair 

Students  demonstrate  the  techniques  used  to  provide  landscape  and  turf  management  services, 

focusing  attention  on  plant  identification,  effective  maintenance  practices,  diagnosis  and  correction  of 

problems,  installation  of  specialty  items,  cost  analysis,  and  seasonal  estimates.  Potential  areas  of 

specialization  include  home  landscapes,  golf  courses,  recreational  fields  and  parks,  institutional/ 

industrial  grounds,  and  roadside  landscapes. 

AGR  3070:  Equine  2:  Management  Techniques 

Students  demonstrate  practical  skills  and  approved  practices  in  providing  for  the  daily  care  of  a   horse, 

focusing  attention  on  the  use  of  physical  facilities,  procedures  for  stall  cleaning  and  bedding  a   horse, 

guidelines  for  turnout  and  shelter,  reproductive  fundamentals  and  techniques,  and  basic 

horsemanship. 

AGR  3080:  Floral  Design  2:  Creative  Design  and  Display 

Students  demonstrate  knowledge  of  the  practices  involved  in  providing  creative  floral  design  services, 

focusing  attention  on  plant  and  flower  identification,  more  advanced  design  techniques,  floral 

services  for  special  occasions  and  promotional  displays  of  floral  services  offered. 

AGR  3090:  Marketing  2:  Closed  Marketing  Structures 

Students  explain  specialized  applications  of  marketing  within  closed  (supply  managed)  marketing 

structures,  focusing  attention  on  regulatory  agencies/policies  that  influence  the  supply  of  a 

commodity,  product  or  service. 

AGR  3100:  Biotechnology 

Students  present  the  results  of  research  on  applications  of  biotechnology  in  agriculture  and  food 

production. 

AGR  3110:  Water  Management 

Students  explain  principles  of  water  management,  and  establish  appropriate  water  management 

practices  for  an  agriculture  or  horticulture  enterprise. 
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AGR  3120:  Soils  Management  2:  Soil  Testing  and  Amending 

Students  demonstrate  knowledge  of  appropriate  soil  testing  and  amending  techniques,  and  they 

interpret  soil  survey  maps  and  reports. 

AGR  3130:  Sustainable  Agriculture  Systems 

Students  examine  the  impact  of  a   range  of  agricultural  practices  on  the  environment,  and  they  propose 

strategies  for  ensuring  the  sustainable  use  of  natural  resources. 

AGR  3140:  Nursery  and  Greenhouse  Crops  2:  Management  Techniques 

Students  demonstrate  techniques  used  to  produce  a   nursery  or  greenhouse  crop,  focusing  attention  on 

enterprise  selection,  plant  identification,  genetics  and  reproduction,  production  skills,  and  venture 

analysis. 
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Planning  for  Instruction 

CTS  provides  increased  opportunity  for  junior  and  senior  high  schools  to  design  courses  based  on  the 
needs  and  interests  of  their  students  and  the  circumstances  within  the  school  and  community.  Some 

strands  may  be  appropriately  introduced  at  the  junior  high  school  level.  Other  strands  are  more 

appropriately  introduced  at  the  senior  high  school  level. 

Planning  for  CTS 

Defining  Courses 

Each  module  was  designed  for  approximately  seventeen  to  twenty-five  hours  of  instruction.  However, 
this  time  frame  is  only  a   guideline  to  facilitate  planning.  The  CTS  curricula  are  competency  based, 

and  the  student  may  take  more  or  less  time  to  gain  the  designated  competencies  within  each  module. 

A   course  will  usually  consist  of  modules  primarily  from  the  same  strand  but,  where  appropriate,  may 
include  modules  from  two  or  more  strands. 

Module  selection  and  sequencing  must  consider  the  module  parameters,  which  define 

•   prerequisites  and  corequisites  (entry-level  competencies) 

•   instructional  qualifications,  if  specialized 

•   equipment  and  facility  requirements,  if  specialized 

Degree  of  Flexibility 

The  CTS  program,  while  designed  using  the  modular  structure  to  facilitate  flexible  timetabling  and 

instructional  delivery,  does  not  mandate  the  degree  of  flexibility  a   school  or  teacher  will  offer.  The 

teacher  and  school  will  determine  the  degree  of  flexibility  available  to  the  student.  Within  the 

instructional  plan  established  by  the  school,  the  student  may 

•   be  given  the  opportunity  to  progress  at  a   rate  that  is  personally  challenging 

•   have  increased  opportunity  to  select  modules  that  develop  competencies  he  or  she  finds  most 
relevant 

Basic  Competencies 

Career  and  Technology  strands  were  designed  to  stand  alone  or  to  be  integrated  with  other  strands  for 
a   customized  course  of  studies  to  meet  student  needs. 

Two  sets  of  basic  competencies  follow.  The  first  set  is  the  Basic  Competencies  Reference  Guide 

from  the  CTS  Guide  to  Standards  and  Implementation.  This  guide  may  be  used  by  teachers  who  are 
in  contact  with  students  in  a   classroom  situation. 

The  second  set,  Basic  Competencies  for  Distance  Learners,  is  a   modification  for  distance  learning 

students  of  the  Basic  Competencies  Reference  Guide. 
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Basic  Competencies  Reference  Guide 

The  following  chart  outlines  basic  competencies  which  students  will  endeavour  to  develop  and  enhance  in  each  of  the  CTS  strands  and 

modules.  A   student’s  basic  competencies  should  be  assessed  through  observations  involving  the  student,  teacher(s),  peers,  and  others  as 
they  complete  the  requirements  for  each  module.  In  general,  there  is  a   progression  of  task  complexity  and  student  initiative  as  outlined  in 

the  Development  Framework*.  As  students  progress  through  Stages  1,  2, 3,  and  4   of  this  reference  guide,  they  build  on  the 
competencies  gained  in  earlier  stages.  Students  leaving  high  school  should  set  themselves  a   goal  of  being  able  to  demonstrate  Stage  3 

performance. 

Suggested  strategies  for  classroom  use  include  the  following: 

•   having  students  rate  themselves  and  each  other  •   tracking  growth  in  various  CTS  strands 

•   using  reflective  conversation  between  teacher  and  student  •   highlighting  areas  on  which  to  focus 

•   highlighting  areas  of  strength  •   building  a   student’ s   portfolio 

Stage  1 —   The  student: Stage  2 —   The  student: Stage  3 —   The  student: Stage  4 —   The  student: 

Managing  Learning 

•   comes  to  class  prepared  for 
learning 

•   follows  basic  instructions  as 
directed 

•   acquires  specialized  knowledge, 
skills,  and  attitudes 

•   identifies  criteria  for  evaluating 
choices  and  making  decisions 

•   uses  a   variety  of  learning 
strategies 

^   w   -w 

•   follows  instructions  with  limited 
direction 

•   sets  goals  and  establishes  steps  to 
achieve  them  with  direction 

•   applies  specialized  knowledge, 
skills,  and  attitudes  in  practical 
situations 

•   identifies  and  applies  a   range  of 
effective  strategies  for  solving 

problems  and  making  decisions 

•   explores  and  uses  a   variety  of 
learning  strategies  with  limited 
direction 

•   ^   ^ 

•   follows  detailed  instmctions  on 

an  independent  basis 

•   sets  clear  goals  and  establishes 
steps  to  achieve  them 

•   transfers  and  applies  specialized 
knowledge,  skills,  and  attitudes 

in  a   variety  of  situations 

•   uses  a   range  of  critical-thinking 
skills  to  evaluate  situations,  solve 

problems,  and  make  decisions 
•   selects  and  uses  effective 

learning  strategies 

•   co-operates  with  others  in  the 
effective  use  of  learning 
strategies 

•     >   >■ 

•   demonstrates  self-direction  in 
learning,  goal  setting,  and  goal 

achievement 

•   transfers  and  applies  learning  in 
new  situations;  demonstrates 

commitment  to  life-long  learning 

•   thinks  critically  and  acts  logically 
to  evaluate  situations,  solve 

problems  and  make  decisions 

•   provides  leadership  in  the 
effective  use  of  learning 
strategies 

Managing  Resources 

•   adheres  to  established  timelines; 
uses  time/schedules/planners 

effectively 

•   uses  information  (material  and 
human  resources)  as  directed 

•   uses  technology  (facilities, 
equipment,  supplies)  as  directed 

to  perform  a   task  or  provide  a 
service 

•   maintains,  stores,  and/or  disposes 
of  equipment  and  materials  as 
directed 

•   creates  and  adheres  to  timelines 
with  limited  direction;  uses  time/ 

schedules/planners  effectively 

•   accesses  and  uses  a   range  of 
relevant  information  (material 

and  human  resources)  with 

limited  direction 

•   uses  technology  (facilities, 
equipment,  supplies)  as 

appropriate  to  perform  a   task  or 
provide  a   service  with  minimal 

assistance  and  supervision 

•   maintains,  stores,  and/or  disposes 
of  equipment  and  materials  with 
limited  assistance 

•   creates  and  adheres  to  detailed 
timelines  on  an  independent 

basis;  prioritizes  tasks;  uses  time/ 
schedules/planners  effectively 

•   accesses  a   range  of  information 
(material  and  human  resources) 

and  recognizes  when  additional 
resources  are  required 

•   selects  and  uses  appropriate 
technology  (facilities,  equipment, 

supplies)  to  perform  a   task  or 
provide  a   service  on  an 
independent  basis 

•   maintains,  stores,  and/or  disposes 

of  equipment  and  materials  on  an 

independent  basis 

•   creates  and  adheres  to  detailed 

timelines;  uses  time/schedules/ 

planners  effectively,  prioritizing 
tasks  on  a   consistent  basis 

•   uses  a   wide  range  of  information 
(material  and  human  resources)  in 

order  to  support  and  enhance  the 

basic  requirement 
•   recognizes  the  monetary  and 

intrinsic  value  of  managing 

technology  (facilities,  equipment, 
supplies) 

•   demonstrates  effective  techniques 
for  managing  facilities, 

equipment,  and  supplies 

Problem  Solving  and  Innovation 

•   participates  in  problem  solving  as 

a   process 

•   learns  a   range  of  problem-solving 
skills  and  approaches 

•   practises  problem-solving  skills  by 
responding  appropriately  to  a 

clearly  defined  problem,  specified 

goals,  and  constraints  by 

-   generating  alternatives 

-   evaluating  alternatives 

-   selecting  appropriate 
altemative(s) 

-   taking  action 

•   identifies  the  problem  and  selects 

an  appropriate  problem-solving 
approach,  responding 

appropriately  to  specified  goals 
and  constraints 

•   applies  problem-solving  skills  to 
a   directed  or  a   self-directed activity  by 

-   generating  alternatives 
-   evaluating  alternatives 

-   selecting  appropriate 
altemative(s) 

-   taking  action 

•   thinks  critically  and  acts  logically 

in  the  context  of  problem  solving 

•   transfers  problem-solving  skills 
to  real-life  situations  by 

generating  new  possibilities 

•   prepares  implementation  plans 
•   recognizes  risks 

•   identifies  and  resolves  problems 

efficiently  and  effectively 

•   identifies  and  suggests  new  ideas 

to  get  the  job  done  creatively  by 
-   combining  ideas  or 

information  in  new  ways 

-   making  connections  between 

seemingly  unrelated  ideas 
-   actively  seeking  out 

opportunities 
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Communicating  Effectively 

•   uses  communication  skills;  e.g., 

reading,  writing,  illustrating, 

speaking 

•   uses  language  in  appropriate 
context 

•   listens  to  understand  and  learn 

•   demonstrates  positive 
interpersonal  skills  in  selected 
contexts 

•   communicates  thoughts, 

feelings,  and  ideas  to  justify  or 

challenge  a   position  using 

written,  oral,  and  visual  means 

•   uses  technical  language 

appropriately 

•   listens  and  responds  to 
understand  and  learn 

»   demonstrates  positive 

interpersonal  skills  in  many 
contexts 

•   prepares  and  effectively  presents 

accurate,  concise,  written,  visual, 

and/or  oral  reports  providing 

reasoned  argument 

•   encourages,  persuades, 

convinces,  or  otherwise 
motivates  individuals 

•   listens  and  responds  to 

understand,  learn,  and  teach 

•   demonstrates  positive 

interpersonal  skills  in  most 
contexts 

•   negotiates  effectively  by  working 

towards  an  agreement  that  may 
involve  exchanging  specific 

resources  or  resolving  divergent 

interests 

•   negotiates  and  works  towards  a 
consensus 

•   listens  and  responds  to 

understand,  learn,  teach,  and 

evaluate 

•   promotes  positive  interpersonal 
skills  among  others 

Working  with  Others 

•   fulfills  responsibility  in  a   group 

project 

•   works  collaboratively  in 
structured  situations  with  peer 
members 

•   acknowledges  the  opinions  and 
contributions  of  others  in  the 

group 

•       —   >■ 

•   co-operates  to  achieve  group 

results 

•   maintains  a   balance  between 

speaking,  listening,  and 

responding  in  group  discussion 

•   respects  the  feelings  and  views  of 
others 

•   seeks  a   team  approach  as 

appropriate  based  on  group  needs 
and  benefits;  e.g.,  idea  potential, 

variety  of  strengths,  sharing  of 
work  load 

•   works  in  a   team  or  group: 

-   encourages  and  supports  team 
members 

-   helps  others  in  a   positive 
manner 

-   provides  leadership/ 
followership  as  required 

-   negotiates  and  works  toward 
consensus  as  required 

•   leads,  where  appropriate, 

mobilizing  the  group  for  high 

performance 

•   understands  and  works  within  the 
context  of  the  group 

•   prepares,  validates,  and 

implements  plans  that  reveal  new 

possibilities 

Demonstrating  Responsibility 
Attendance 

•   demonstrates  responsibility  in 
attendance,  punctuality,  and  task 

completion 
Safety 

•   follows  personal  and 

environmental  health-and-safety 

procedures 

•   identifies  immediate  hazards  and 

their  impact  on  self,  others,  and 
the  environment 

•   follows  appropriate/emergency 
response  procedures 

Ethics 

•   makes  personal  judgements 
about  whether  a   certain 

behaviour/action  is  right  or 
wrong 

«   w   w •     ^   ^ 

•   recognizes  and  follows  personal 

and  environmental  health-and- 

safety  procedures 

•   identifies  immediate  and 

potential  hazards  and  then- 
impact  on  self,  others,  and  the 
environment 

•   ^ 

•   establishes  and  follows  personal 

and  environmental  health-and- 

safety  procedures 

•   W   W 

•   transfers  and  applies  personal 

and  environmental  health-and- 
safety  procedures  to  a   variety  of 
environments  and  situations •     ^ 

•   W'  1^ 

^   W   W 

•   assesses  how  personal 

judgements  affect  other  peer 
members  and/or  family;  e.g., 

home  and  school 

•   ^   ^ 

•   assesses  the  implications  of 

personal/group  actions  within  the 
broader  community;  e.g., 

workplace 

•   demonstrates  accountability  for 

actions  taken  to  address 

immediate  and  potential  hazards 

•   analyses  the  implications  of 

personal/group  actions  within  the 

global  context 
•   states  and  defends  a   personal 

code  of  ethics  as  required 

^Developmental  Framework 
•   Simple  task 
•   Structured  environment 

•   Directed  learning 

•   Task  with  limited  variable 

•   Less-structured  environment 

•   Limited  direction 

•   Task  with  multiple  variables 
•   Flexible  environment 

•   Self-directed  learning, 

seeking  assistance  as  required 

•   Complex  task 

•   Open  environment 

•   Self-directed/self-motivated 
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Basic  Competencies 

Eight  basic  competencies,  identified  by  the  following  icons,  are  developed  in  each  strand,  though  they 

may  not  necessarily  appear  in  each  module. 

[afEnrs 

Careers:  identify  appropriate  career  linkages  within  the  strand  being  studied 

Communication:  effectively  present  concise  written,  visual,  and  oral 
communications 

Ethics:  make  judgements  about  whether  behaviour  is  right  or  wrong  on 

personal,  community,  and  global  levels 

Innovation:  recognize  opportunities/problems  and  identify  and  suggest  new  ideas 

Safety:  assess  potential  risks,  and  follow  personal  and  environmental  safety 

procedures 

Task  Management:  demonstrate  an  ability  to  locate  and  use  resources  and  to  use 

time  effectively 

Teamwork:  work  towards  goals  co-operatively,  collaboratively,  or 

independently,  and  acknowledge  the  opinions  of  others 

Technology:  effectively  use  technology  when  required 

These  icons  will  indicate  to  both  students  and  facilitators  that  a   basic  competency  has  been  identified 

in  the  activity  offered  to  the  students. 
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structure  of  the  Learning  Package 

Basic  Design 

This  learning  package  involves  many  other  components  in  addition  to  this  Learning  Facilitator’s 
Manual.  This  module  includes  at  least  tv^o  print  components:  a   Student  Module  Booklet  and  an 

Assignment  Booklet. 

Student  Module  Booklet 

The  Student  Module  Booklet  contains  guided  activities  that  instruct  students  in  a 

relevant,  realistic  setting.  Within  the  framework  of  Career  and  Technology  Studies, 

one  module  equals  one  credit. 

This  booklet  has  been  specially  designed  to  promote  such  qualities  in  the  learner  as 

autonomy,  independence,  and  flexibility.  The  writer  has  incorporated  such  teaching 

strategies  as  working  from  the  concrete  to  the  abstract,  linking  the  old  to  the  new, 

getting  students  actively  involved,  and  using  advance,  intermediate,  and  post 

organizers.  Many  other  techniques  are  used  to  cater  to  individual  learning  styles 

and  preferences.  The  booklet  has  been  designed  to  include  a   variety  of  pathways 

and  options  because  it  is  intended  for  a   broad  range  of  use  within  and  beyond 
Alberta. 

Contents 

Overview 

Evaluation 

Section  1 
Activity  1 

Activity  2 

etc. 

Section  2 
Activity  1 

Activity  2 

etc. 

Module 

Summary 

Appendix 

The  structure  of  the  Student  Module  Booklet  follows  a   systematic  design.  The 

booklet  begins  with  a   detailed  table  of  contents  that  shows  the  students  all  of  the 

main  steps;  this  page  acts  as  an  organizer  for  students.  The  Module  Overview 

introduces  the  module  topic  or  theme  and  includes  a   graphic  representation  to  help 

visual  learners  and  poor  readers.  This  introduction  also  includes  an  evaluation 

statement,  so  students  are  informed  of  the  weightings  of  each  assignment. 

The  body  of  the  Student  Module  Booklet  is  made  up  of  two  or  more  closely  related 

sections.  Each  section  contains  student  activities  that  develop  skills  and  knowledge 

centred  around  a   theme.  The  activities  may  include  print,  audio,  video,  computer, 

or  Internet  involvement.  Computer  and  Internet  activities  are  optional.  At  times,  the 

student  and  the  learning  facilitator  are  allowed  to  choose  the  activity  that  best  suits 

the  student’s  needs  and  interests.  Each  section  also  includes  other  activities  such  as 
the  Extra  Help  and  Enrichment  as  optional  pathways.  This  flexibility  caters  to  each 

student’s  personal  situation. 

Following  the  last  section  is  a   modular  summary  that  focuses  on  the  skills  and 

strategies  that  the  student  has  learned.  The  Student  Module  Booklet  ends  with  an 

Appendix  that  includes  a   Glossary  and  Suggested  Answers  for  the  self-assessment 
work. 
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Assignment  Booklet 

Accompanying  each  Student  Module  Booklet  is  an  Assignment  Booklet.  The 

activities  in  the  Assignment  Booklets  can  be  used  for  both  formative  and  summative 

assessments.  Students  should  complete  these  assignments  when  they  have  thoroughly 

reviewed  the  other  module  materials.  You  may  decide  to  have  students  submit  their 

work  as  soon  as  they  have  completed  each  sectional  assignment  or  you  may  choose  to 

let  students  complete  all  the  sectional  assignments  within  the  module  before 

evaluating  their  work.  The  Assignment  Booklets  have  been  designed  for  both  in-classroom  use  and 
for  distance  learning.  If  the  Assignment  Booklets  are  not  being  mailed,  remove  the  green  outside 

mailing  covers  before  distributing  the  booklets  to  students. 

Media 

INTERNET VIDEOCASSETTE 

Internet  references  are  found  throughout  the  module;  exploring  those  references,  however,  is  optional 

for  students.  In  most  cases,  students  are  given  suggested  topics  that  they  may  explore  through  the 

Internet’s  search  engines.  In  rare  cases,  students  might  be  given  a   specific  uniform  resource  location 
(URL),  but  they  should  be  aware  that  these  addresses  are  subject  to  change. 

Updated  information  about  the  Learning  Technologies  Branch  and  this  module  and  others  can  be 

found  by  starting  at  the  Learning  Technologies  Branch’s  home  page  at  http://ednet.edc.gov.ab.ca/ltb. 

A   list  of  the  optional  videos  is  included  on  the  following  pages.  More  information  about  the  videos 

appears  later  in  this  manual. 

Agriculture  1060 
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Materials,  Media,  and  Equipment 

Mandatory  Components 

Equipment  (Hardware) Media Materials 

•   LFMfor  AGR  1060 

•   one  Student  Module  Booklet 

and  one  Assignment  Booklet 
for  each  student 

•   There  is  a   Final  Test. 

Videocassettes  or  laser  videodiscs  used  in  the  course  may  be  available  from  the  Learning 

Technologies  Branch  or  ACCESS.  You  may  also  wish  to  call  your  regional  library  service  for 
more  information. 

Optional  Components 

Equipment  (Hardware) Media Materials 

•   videocassette  player 

•   computer 

•   optional  videos: 

-   Inside  a   Meat  Processing 
Plant 

-   Careers  in  Agriculture 

•   the  Internet 

Agriculture  1060 
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Contacts 

Following  is  a   list  of  organizations  that  may  provide  help  and/or  resources  for  the  learning  facilitator. 

Professional  Associations/Organizations 

•   Alberta  Agriculture,  Food  and  Rural  Development 

#203,  7000-  113  Street 
Edmonton,  Alberta 

T6H  5T6 

Tel:  (403)  427-2101 

Fax:  (403)  422-4004 

•   Alberta  Institute  of  Agrologists 
8506  -   104  Street 

Edmonton,  Alberta 

T6E  4G4 

Tel:  (403)  432-0663 

Fax:  (403)  439-8414 

•   Agriculture  and  Agrifood  Canada 

102,  3650  -   36  Street  NW 

Calgary,  Alberta 
T2L  2L1 

Tel:  (403)  299-7660 
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Using  This  Learning  Package  in  the  Ciassroom 

Conventional  Classroom 

Whether  your  classroom  has  desks  in  rows  or  tables  in  small  groups,  you  may  be  most  comfortable 

with  a   learning  system  that  you  can  use  with  all  your  students  in  a   paced  style.  In  other  words,  you 

may  want  a   package  that  will  suit  all  of  your  students,  so  they  can  move  through  the  materials  as  one 

group  or  several  small  groups.  Because  these  materials  contain  different  routes  or  pathways  within 

each  module,  they  can  address  various  learning  styles  and  preferences.  The  materials  also  include 

many  choices  within  the  activities  to  cater  to  different  thinking  levels  and  ability  levels.  Because  of 

their  versatility  and  flexibility,  these  materials  can  easily  suit  a   conventional  classroom. 

Open  Learning  Classroom 

Open  learning  is  the  concept  of  opening  up  opportunities  by  overcoming  barriers  of  time,  pace,  and 

place  by  giving  the  learners  a   package  specially  designed  to  enable  them  to  learn  on  their  own  for  at 
least  some  of  the  time. 

Such  a   concept  is  not  new.  Many  teachers  can  recite  attempts  to  establish  an  individualized  learning 

system  as  they  recognized  the  importance  of  trying  to  personalize  courseware  to  meet  each 

individual’s  needs.  But  these  past  efforts  often  failed  because  of  lack  of  time  and  lack  of  quality 
materials  that  conformed  to  Alberta  specifications. 

Owing  to  advanced  educational  technology  and  improved  Alberta-specific  learning  packages,  a 

student-centred  approach  is  now  possible.  Improved  technology  now  allows  us  to  provide  support  to 

learners  individually,  regardless  of  their  pace  or  location.  A   teacher  cannot  be  in  twenty-eight  places 

at  one  time  offering  guidance.  Media  and  a   well-designed  learning  package,  however,  can  satisfy 
individual  needs.  Technology  can  also  help  provide  an  effective  management  system  needed  to  track 

the  students  as  they  progress  independently  through  the  materials. 

The  key  to  a   successful  open  learning  system  depends  on  three  vital  elements:  a   learning  package 

specially  designed  to  enable  students  to  learn  effectively  on  their  own  for  at  least  some  of  the  time; 

various  kinds  of  learner  support;  and  a   management  system  and  style  that  ensures  that  the  open 

learning  system  mns  smoothly. 

The  Key  to  a   Successful  Open  Learning  System 

J   Video Teleconfe
rena 

Television 

Guided 

Instruction 

Learning 
Package 
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Learning  Package 

The  specially  designed  learning  package  needed  for  a   successful  open  learning  system  has  been 

developed  for  you.  The  objectives  teach  current  Alberta  specifications  using  strategies  designed  for 

individualized  instruction.  As  the  learning  facilitator,  you  need  to  be  sure  to  have  all  of  the 

components  in  the  learning  package  available  to  students  as  needed. 

If  you  are  able  to  acquire  media  and  appropriate  hardware  to  meet  your  class  needs,  media  centres  can 
be  established. 

You  may  not  have  the  luxury  to  have  enough  hardware  to  set  up  a   permanent  video  or  computer 

centre  in  your  classroom.  In  that  case,  students  should  be  encouraged  to  plan  ahead.  Perhaps  every 

three  to  five  days  they  should  preview  their  materials  and  project  when  they  would  need  a   certain 

piece  of  media.  This  would  allow  you  to  group  students,  if  necessary,  or  reserve  media  as  required. 

CTS  Centre 

Since  many  of  the  strands  in  Career  and  Technology  Studies  overlap  and  complement  one  another, 

consideration  should  be  given  to  establishing  a   CTS  Resource  Centre.  One  or  two  copies  of  each 
resource  could  be  established  in  this  central  area  for  the  use  of  all  CTS  students. 

Support 

Support  is  definitely  a   key  element  for  successful  learning,  and  when  you’re  planning  an 
individualized,  non-paced  program,  you  need  to  carefully  plan  when  and  how  support  will  be  given. 

The  materials  contain  a   form  of  consistent  support  by  providing  immediate  feedback  for  activities 

included  in  the  Student  Module  Booklet.  Students  have  solutions,  models,  explanations,  and  guides 

included  in  the  Appendix  of  every  booklet.  These  aids  are  included  so  students  can  receive  immediate 

feedback  to  clarify  and  reinforce  their  basic  understanding  before  they  move  on  to  higher  levels  of 
thinking. 
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As  the  learning  facilitator,  you  may  need  to  offer  more  support  and  personal  guidance  to  those 

students  having  difficulty.  The  activities  include  choices  and  pathways.  If  a   student  is  struggling,  you 

may  need  to  encourage  that  student  to  work  on  all  of  the  choices  rather  than  on  only  one.  This  would 

provide  additional  instruction  and  practice  in  a   variety  of  ways. 

You  may  also  have  to  reinforce  the  need  for  students  to  do  the  sectional  activities  carefully  and 

thoroughly  before  attempting  the  assignments  in  the  Assignment  Booklet. 

Another  form  of  support  is  routine  contact  with  each  individual.  This  contact  might  be  achieved  with 

a   biweekly  conference  scheduled  by  you;  or,  as  students  reach  a   certain  point  (e.g.,  after  each  section 

is  completed),  they  may  be  directed  to  come  to  the  conference  area. 

Special  counselling  may  be  needed  to  help  students  through  difficult  stages.  Praise  and 

encouragement  are  important  motivators,  particularly  for  those  students  who  are  not  used  to  working 

independently. 

Direct  teaching  may  be  needed  and  scheduled  at  certain  points  in  the  program.  This  teaching  might 

involve  small  groups  or  a   large  group.  It  might  be  used  to  take  advantage  of  something  timely 

(e.g.,  current  legal  cases;  international  events  or  situations,  such  as  terrorist  activity,  that  affect  the 

tourism  industry),  something  prescheduled  like  the  demonstration  of  a   process,  or  something 

involving  students  in  a   hands-on,  practical  experience. 

Support  at  a   distance  might  include  tutoring  by  phone,  teleconferencing,  faxing,  or  planned  visits. 

These  contacts  are  the  lifeline  between  learners  and  distance  education  teachers,  so  a   warm  dialogue 
is  essential. 

Management 

Good  management  of  an  open  learning  system  is  essential  to  the  success  of  the  program.  Leadership 

and  promotion  of  the  system  are  essential.  The  following  areas  also  need  action  to  ensure  that  the 

system  runs  smoothly: 

•   Scheduling,  Distributing,  and  Managing  Resources — As  discussed  earlier,  in  order  to  do  these 
tasks  efficiently  you  may  need  to  develop  media  centres  or  a   system  for  students  to  reserve  the 

necessary  resources. 

•   Scheduling  Students — Students  and  teachers  should  work  together 
establish  goals,  module  completion  timelines,  and  daily  timelines. 

Although  students  may  want  to  study  for  long  periods  of  time  (e.g., 

all  morning),  learning  facilitators  should  discourage  this  practice. 

Concentration,  retention,  and  motivation  are  improved  by  taking 
scheduled  breaks. 

•   Monitoring  Student  Progress — You  will  need  to  record  the  date 
that  each  student  completes  each  section  and  the  Final  Test.  Your 

data  might  also  include  the  projected  date  of  completion  if  you  are 

using  a   student-contract  approach. 
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Sample  of  a   Student  Progress  Chart 

Agriculture  1060 

AGR  1060 
Section 

1 
Section 

2 

Final 

Test 

‘BiCCy  Sldams 
P 

A 

Louise  (Despins 
P 

A 

‘UioCet  !J(faissian 
P 

A 

P   =   Projected  Completion  Date  A   =   Actual  Completion  Date 

The  student  could  keep  a   personal  log  as  well.  Such  tracking  of  data  could  be  stored  easily  on  a 

computer. 

Recording  Student  Assessments — You  will  need  to  record  the  marks  awarded  to  each  student 
for  work  completed  in  the  module  Assignment  Booklet.  The  mark  from  this  Assignment 

Booklet  will  contribute  to  a   portion  of  the  student’s  final  mark.  Other  criteria  may  also  be 
added  (a  special  project,  effort,  attitude,  etc.).  Whatever  the  criteria,  they  should  be  made  clear 

to  all  students  at  the  beginning. 

Sample  of  a   Student  Assessment  Chart 
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Section 

1 
Section 

2 
Average  of 

Assignments Other 

Final 
Test 

Final 

Mark 

Billy  JAdams 
67 

71 69 

Louise  (Despins 51 50 

51 
Violet  Jdaissian 

84 

79 

82 

Letter  grading  could  easily  be  substituted. 

Recording  Effectiveness  of  System — Keep  ongoing  records  of  how  the  system  is  working.  This 
data  will  help  you  in  future  planning. 

Sample  of  a   System  Assessment  Chart 
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The  Role  of  the  Teacher  in  an  Open  Learning  Classroom 

The  teachers  in  a   conventional  classroom  spend  a   great  deal  of  time  talking  to  large  groups  of 

learners.  The  situation  in  open  learning  requires  a   different  emphasis.  Teachers  will  probably  meet 

learners  individually  or  in  very  small  groups. 

With  this  approach,  it  is  necessary  to  move  beyond  the  idea  of  a   passive  learner  depending  largely  on 

a   continually  supportive  teacher.  The  teacher  must  aim  to  build  the  student’s  confidence,  to  stimulate 
the  learner  into  self-reliance,  and  to  guide  the  learner  to  take  advantage  of  routes  that  are  most 

meaningful  and  applicable  to  the  learner. 

These  materials  are  student  centred,  not  teacher  centred.  The  teacher  needs  to  facilitate  learning  by 

providing  general  support  to  the  learner. 

Assessing  Student  Achievement  in  CTS 

The  CTS  assessment  standards  assess  two  basic  forms  of  competency: 

•   What  a   student  can  do 

-   make  a   product  (e.g.,  wood  bowl,  report,  garment) 

-   demonstrate  a   process 

•   strand-related  competencies  (e.g.,  keyboarding,  hair  cutting,  sewing  techniques,  lab 

procedures) 

•   basic  competencies  (e.g.,  resource  use,  safety  procedures,  teamwork) 

•   What  a   student  knows 

-   knowledge  base  needed  to  demonstrate  a   competency  (link  theory  and  practice) 

CTS  Defines  Summative  Assessment  Standards 

The  assessment  standards  and  tools  defined  for  the  CTS  modules  focus  on  the  final  (or  summative) 
assessment  of  student  achievement. 

Assessment  throughout  the  learning  period  (or  formative  assessment)  will  continue  to  assess  how 

students  are  progressing.  Teachers  direct  and  respond  to  students’  efforts  to  learn — setting  and 
marking  tasks  and  assignments,  indicating  where  improvement  is  needed,  sending  out  interim  reports, 

congratulating  excellence,  and  so  on. 

Teachers  will  decide  which  instmctional  and  assessment  strategies  to  apply  during  the  formative 

learning  period.  As  formative  and  summative  assessment  are  closely  linked,  some  teachers  may  wish 

to  modify  the  assessment  tools  included  in  the  CTS  Guide  to  Standards  and  Implementation  to  use 

during  the  instructional  process.  Teachers  may  also  develop  their  own  summative  assessment  tools  as 

long  as  the  standards  are  consistent  with  the  minimum  expectations  outlined  by  Alberta  Education. 
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Grading  and  Reporting  Student  Achievement 

When  a   student  can  demonstrate  ALL  of  the  exit-level  competencies  defined  for  the  module  (Module 

Learner  Expectations),  the  teacher  will  designate  the  module  as  “successfully  completed.”  The 
teacher  will  then  use  accepted  grading  practices  to  determine  the  percentage  grade  to  be  given  for  the 

module — a   mark  not  less  than  50  percent. 

The  time  frame  a   teacher  allows  a   student  to  develop  the  exit-level  competency  is  a   local  decision. 
Note:  The  Senior  High  School  Handbook  specifies  that  students  must  have  access  to  25  hours  of 

instruction  for  each  credit.  Students  may,  however,  attain  the  required  competencies  in  less  time  and 

may  proceed  to  other  modules. 

Teachers  are  encourage  to  consult  their  colleagues  to  ensure  grading  practices  are  as  consistent  as 

possible. 

High  school  teachers  may  wish  to  refer  to  “Directions  for  Reporting  Student  Achievement  in  CTS” 
for  information  on  how  to  use  the  CTS  course  codes  to  report  credits  students  have  earned  to  Alberta 

Education.  For  further  information  refer  to  the  CTS  Guide  to  Standards  and  Implementation. 

Self-Assessment 

Self-assessment  helps  students  recognize  their  own  strengths  and  weaknesses.  Through  activities  that 

require  self-assessment,  students  also  gain  immediate  feedback  and  clarification  at  early  stages  in  the 

learning  process.  Teachers  need  to  promote  a   responsible  attitude  towards  these  self-assessment 

activities.  Becoming  effective  self-assessors  is  a   crucial  part  of  becoming  autonomous  learners.  By 
instructing,  motivating,  providing  positive  reinforcement,  and  systematically  supervising,  learning 

facilitators  will  help  students  develop  a   positive  attitude  towards  their  own  progress. 

For  variation,  students  may  be  paired  and  peer-assessing  may  become  part  of  the  system.  The  teacher 

may  decide  to  have  the  student  self-assess  some  of  the  activities,  to  have  a   peer  assess  other  activities, 
and  to  become  directly  involved  in  assessing  the  remainder  of  the  activities. 

When  the  modular  activities  have  been  assessed,  students  should  be  directed  to  make  corrections. 

This  task  should  be  made  clear  to  students  right  from  the  beginning.  It  is  important  to  establish  the 

correct  association  between  the  question  and  the  response  to  clarify  understanding,  aid  retention,  and 

be  of  use  for  study  purposes. 

Many  of  the  activities  include  choices  for  students.  If  students  are  having  difficulty,  more  practice 

may  be  warranted,  and  students  may  need  to  be  encouraged  to  select  more  of  the  choices. 

Each  section  within  a   Student  Module  Booklet  includes  additional  types  of  activities  called  Extra 

Help  and  Enrichment.  Students  are  expected  to  be  involved  in  the  decision  as  to  which  pathway  best 

suits  their  needs.  They  may  decide  to  do  both. 
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Self-assessment  techniques  can  also  be  introduced  at  the  individual  conferences.  Such  questions  as 

the  following  might  be  included: 

•   What  steps  are  you  taking  to  improve  your  understanding  of  this  topic? 

•   What  method  of  study  do  you  use  most? 

•   How  do  you  organize  the  material  to  help  you  remember  it? 

•   What  steps  do  you  follow  when  you  complete  an  assignment? 

•   What  could  you  do  to  become  an  even  better  reader? 

•   Do  you  have  trouble  following  directions? 

•   Did  you  enjoy  this  module? 

A   chart  or  checklist  could  be  used  for  recording  responses. 

Assignments 

This  module  contains  a   separate  booklet  called  the  Assignment  Booklet.  This  booklet  is  an  informal 

evaluation  tool  for  assessing  the  knowledge  or  skills  that  the  student  has  gained  from  the  module.  The 

student’s  mark  for  the  module  may  be  based  solely  on  the  outcome  of  learning  evident  in  the 
Assignment  Booklet;  however,  you  may  decide  to  establish  a   value  for  other  variables,  such  as 

attitude  or  effort.  You  may  also  decide  to  use  a   final  test  or  final  project  to  make  up  part  of  the 

final  mark.  It  is  important  that  you  estabhsh  at  the  beginning  of  the  module  those  outcomes  that  will 

be  assessed,  and  ensure  that  all  students  clearly  understand  what  is  expected. 

Formal  Assessment 

This  LFM  includes  a   formal  Final  Test  that  can  be  photocopied  for  each  member  of  the  class.  The 

test,  closely  linked  to  the  learning  outcomes  stated  in  the  Student  Module  Booklet,  gives  the  teacher 

precise  information  concerning  what  each  student  can  or  cannot  do.  Answers,  explanations,  and 

marking  guides  are  also  included.  The  values  of  the  Final  Test  and  module  are  the  decision  of  the 
classroom  teacher. 

Assessment  Tools 

A   variety  of  assessment  tools  have  been  developed  for  each  strand  of  the  CTS  program.  For  more 

particulars,  refer  to  the  Guide  to  Standards  and  Implementation,  available  on  the  Internet  at  <http:// 

ednet.edc.gov.ab.ca/level5/cts_curricdocs.html>.  The  following  example  is  one  of  many  assessment 

tools  that  have  been  developed. 
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Assessment  
Framework:  

Presentations/Reports 
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Introducing  Students  to  the  System 

Your  initiation  to  these  learning  materials  began  with  a   basic  survey  of  what  was  included  and  how 

the  components  varied.  This  same  process  should  be  repeated  with  the  class.  After  the  materials  have 

been  explored,  a   discussion  might  include  the  advantages  and  the  disadvantages  of  learning 

independently  or  in  small  groups.  The  roles  of  the  student  and  teacher  should  be  analysed.  The 

necessary  progress  checks  and  rules  need  to  be  addressed.  Your  introduction  should  motivate  students 

and  build  a   responsible  attitude  towards  learning  autonomously. 

Skill  Level 

It  is  important  for  students  to  understand  that  there  are  certain  skills  that  they  will  need  in  order  to 

deal  successfully  with  the  course  materials.  Those  skills  are  as  follows: 

•   understanding  and  using  instructional  materials  (table  of  contents,  index,  list  of  illustrations, 

appendices,  bibliography,  and  glossary) 

•   interpreting  maps,  graphs,  and  charts 

•   using  reference  materials 

•   recognizing  special  symbols 

•   using  a   scientific  calculator 

•   understanding  and  using  different  forms  of  media 

Other  general  skills  follow:  using  reliable  study  methods,  outlining,  and  learning  to  read  at  a   flexible 
rate. 

To  decide  the  level  and  amount  of  instmction  needed  to  accommodate  the  varied  levels  among 

students,  you  may  wish  to  prepare  and  administer  skill  inventories  or  pretests.  If  most  students  need 

help  with  a   particular  skill,  you  may  want  to  plan  a   total-class  instructional  session.  If  only  certain 
students  lack  a   skill,  you  may  want  to  set  up  a   temporary  skills  group  to  help  students  who  need  it,  or 

you  may  want  to  develop  a   skills  file  for  this  purpose. 

Reading  Level 

These  course  materials  are  largely  print  based,  but  poorer  readers  need  not  be  discouraged.  It  is 

important  that  you  assure  students  that  these  materials  have  been  designed  for  easy  reading.  The 

authors  have  employed  special  strategies  to  reduce  and  control  the  reading  level.  Some  of  them  are  as 
follows: 

•   the  conscious  selection  of  vocabulary  and  careful  structuring  of  sentences  to  keep  the  materials 
at  an  independent  reading  level 
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•   the  integration  of  activities,  examples,  and  illustrations  to  break  text  into  appropriate-sized 
chunks 

•   the  inclusion  of  many  kinds  of  organizers  (advance,  graphic,  intermediate,  concept  mapping, 

post  organizers)  to  help  give  students  a   structure  for  incorporating  new  concepts 

•   the  recognition  that  vocabulary  and  concepts  are  basic  to  understanding  the  content  and,  thus, 

must  be  handled  systematically  (defined  in  context,  signalled  in  marginal  notes  or  footnotes, 

and  cited  in  a   glossary) 

•   the  acknowledgement  that  background  knowledge  and  experience  play  a   vital  role  in 

comprehension 

•   the  systematic  inclusion  of  illustrations,  videos,  audiocassettes,  and  software  to  help  poorer 
readers  and  visual  learners 

•   a   use  of  a   variety  of  formats  (paragraphs,  lists,  charts,  etc.)  to  help  struggling  readers  who  do 
not  absorb  or  retain  main  ideas  easily  in  paragraph  format 

•   the  inclusion  of  media  and  activity  choices  to  encourage  an  active  rather  than  passive  approach 

•   the  development  of  instruction  in  a   meaningful  setting  rather  than  in  a   contrived,  workbook 

style 

•   the  use  of  purposeful  reading,  viewing,  and  doing  to  produce  better  interpretation  of  the  course 
materials 

•   the  recognition  that  students  need  structured  learning  experiences  when  reading,  viewing,  or 
listening  to  instructional  materials;  and  the  acknowledgement  that  the  recognized  reading 

process  provides  such  a   structured  framework  by  emphasizing  the  following  phases:  developing 

pupil  readiness,  determining  the  purpose,  providing  guided  instruction  and  feedback,  ensuring 

opportunity  to  reread  or  review  if  necessary,  and  including  enrichment  or  extensions 

To  help  make  the  learning  package  more  readable,  you  can  begin  your  module  preparation  by  reading 

(viewing,  listening  to)  all  the  related  materials  that  are  going  to  be  used.  You  will  need  this  solid 

understanding  in  order  to  link  the  content  to  the  students’  experiential  base.  This  linking  may  be  done 
through  class  brainstorming  sessions  concerning  the  topic  or  by  using  visuals  and  guided  questions  to 

predict  what  the  module  might  be  about.  Such  a   strategy  helps  poorer  readers  strengthen  their  abilities 

to  be  able  to  predict  new  vocabulary. 

Note  that  when  this  module  was  being  produced,  Alberta  Education’s  Curriculum  Standards 
Branch  was  still  working  out  the  final  details  of  the  Agriculture  curriculum.  Refer  to  the  most 

recent  edition  of  the  CTS  Guide  to  Standards  and  Implementation  for  any  changes  to  AGR  1060. 
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Consumer  Products  and  Services  (AGR  1060) 

Overview 

Developing  consumer  products  and  services  is  a   topic  to  which  everyone  can  relate.  After  all,  everyone  is  a   consumer — a   buyer  of  goods 
and  services.  This  is  an  introductory  course  in  agriculture  and  consumer  products.  The  module  is  designed  to  develop  a   general  base  of 

knowledge  for  students  to  work  from  when  considering  the  development  of  consumer  products  and  services.  Students  will  follow  the 

development  of  consumer  products  and  services  from  the  production  stage  through  to  the  finished  good  stage.  The  module  will  help  the 

students  understand  the  impact  of  the  consumer-products  process  on  their  lives. 

In  the  first  section  of  this  module,  students  will  focus  on  the  steps  that  are  followed  when  developing  a   product  or  related  service. 

Students  track  a   consumer  good  from  the  acquisition  of  raw  materials,  through  the  processing  of  those  goods  to  the  delivery  of  the 

finished  goods  to  consumers.  Factors  that  must  be  considered  when  developing  a   consumer  product  or  service  include 

•   What  materials  will  be  needed? 

•   What  technology  will  be  needed? 

•   How  and  where  will  it  be  manufactured? 

•   How  will  the  safety  of  workers,  consumers,  and  the  environment  be  ensured? 

Students  will  also  learn  basic  business  planning  techniques  as  they  relate  to  product  development. 

In  the  second  section  of  this  module,  students  will  examine  the  multimde  of  careers  involved  in  the  production  of  a   consumer  good  or 

service.  Upon  completion  of  the  module,  students  should  have  a   greater  appreciation  for  the  complexity  involved  in  producing  a   product 

or  service,  as  well  as  an  understanding  of  the  career  potential  in  this  area. 

Assignments  in  this  module  will  take  a   practical  approach.  As  a   learning  facilitator  you  should  review  the  module  and  be  aware  of  the 

articles  and  research  that  students  will  need  to  complete  their  assignments.  Students  should  be  encouraged  to  answer  the  self-assessed 

questions  as  they  progress  through  the  module  to  assist  them  in  completing  the  major  assignment  at  the  end  of  each  section. 
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Assessment 

The  evaluation  of  this  module  will  be  based  on  two  assignments.  These  assignments  will  be  weighted  as  follows; 

Section  1   Assignment  75  marks 

Section  2   Assignment  25  marks 

TOTAL  100  marks 

Students  should  also  demonstrate  effort  to  develop  basic  competencies.  There  is  no  mark  for  this,  however,  as  a   learning  facilitator  you 

should  be  assessing  the  students  achievement  of  individual  effort  and  interpersonal  interaction,  primarily  emphasizing 

•   managing  learning 

•   managing  resources 

•   demonstrating  responsibility 

It  is  also  recommended  that  you  read  through  the  classroom  suggestions  for  this  module  prior  to  teaching.  Some  of  the  activities  lend 

themselves  to  taking  a   field  trip  or  inviting  a   speaker  into  the  classroom.  You  may  wish  to  book  these  activities  or  people  ahead  of  time. 

Media 

The  following  video  resources  are  suggested  for  use  in  Section  2;  Enrichment  to  assist  the  students  in  learning  the  concepts  in  this 
module. 

Inside  a   Meat  Processing  Plant 

Careers  in  Agriculture 

These  videos  may  be  available  from  your  regional  library  service  or  media  centre.  Learning  Resources  Distribution  Centre,  ACCESS,  or 

your  regional  agriculture  office. 

Note:  If  these  video  resources  are  not  available,  students  will  still  be  able  to  complete  this  module.  They  are  meant  to  be  used  as  an  extra 

teaching  tool. 

Section  1 :   Developing  Products  and  Services 

The  agriculture  industry  in  Alberta  is  an  ever-changing,  evolving  enterprise.  New  products  and  materials  are  being  produced  at  an 
incredible  rate.  Some  prosper  while  others  fail.  This  module  tries  to  show  students  the  key  ideas  surrounding  product  development. 

Key  Concepts 

•   steps  followed  in  developing  consumer  products  and  services 

•   legislation  and  practices  for  product  identification  and  grading 

•   strategies  used  to  ensure  product  quality  and  consumer  safety 

•   methods  of  product  distribution  and  marketing 

•   buildings  and  equipment  necessary  for  manufacturing  consumer  products 
•   risk  management 

Teaching  Suggestions 

Activity  1 

Activity  1   looks  at  the  various  phases  of  product  development.  As  an  introduction  to  the  whole  section,  have  students  brainstorm  what 

they  think  the  stages  are  in  product  development.  Write  their  ideas  in  the  form  of  a   flow  chart,  so  they  can  identify  how  the  activities 
flow  into  one  another. 
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Invite  a   speaker  who  is  directly  involved  in  product  development  into  your  classroom.  This  could  be  someone  who  operates  a   processing 

business  or  perhaps  a   consultant  working  in  the  area  of  consumer  products.  Have  the  speaker  provide  your  students  with  an  outline  of 

what  his  or  her  role  is  in  product  development. 

Activity  2 

Activity  2   looks  at  the  need  for  certain  standards  and  codes  in  product  development.  While  introducing  this  activity,  discuss  how  it  is 

expected  that  certain  things  be  uniform;  that  is,  clothing  sizes  or  symbols.  Have  students  determine  the  consequences  of  a   world  that 

does  not  have  standards.  For  example,  what  would  happen  if  every  town  and  city  used  different  traffic  signals  or  what  would  happen  if 

food  packages  were  not  labelled  with  ingredients  and  quantities.  Illustrate  to  students  how  the  world  would  become  quite  chaotic  without 

legislation. 

Activity  3 

Activity  3   looks  at  the  need  for  quality  control  of  products  and  services.  Point  out  to  your  students  the  need  for  quality  control  to  achieve 

quality  products.  Ask  your  students  how  they  felt  when  they  purchased  a   product  that  did  not  meet  the  quality  standards  they  expected  it 

to.  If  someone  in  your  class  has  recently  purchased  a   good  or  service  of  poor  quality,  have  them  write  to  the  company  and  question  the 

quality -control  standards  being  employed.  Have  the  company’s  reply  read  to  the  whole  class. 

An  example  you  can  give  your  students  is  of  a   milk  company  whose  refrigeration  system  goes  down  for  a   day  but  who  still  sells  their 

milk  products.  Is  this  milk  still  going  to  be  fit  for  human  consumption?  Have  your  students  brainstorm  to  come  up  with  the  possible 

consequences  of  the  company  not  having  an  appropriate  quality-control  program.  The  students  can  then  discuss  their  ideas  in  the  class. 

Activity  4 

Activity  4   looks  at  how  the  product  gets  to  the  consumer  from  the  producer.  Have  your  students  define  marketing.  In  the  activity 

marketing  is  defined  as  all  the  business  activities  involved  in  moving  products  from  the  producer  to  the  consumer.  The  students  should 

come  up  with  variations  on  this  definition.  Do  not  let  them  confuse  marketing  with  advertising — advertising  is  only  one  aspect  of 
marketing. 

Brainstorm  with  your  students  the  different  methods  by  which  commodities  and  products  are  transported.  What  do  the  students  think  are 

the  advantages  and  disadvantages  of  the  different  modes  of  transportation? 

Another  area  for  discussion  is  how  advertising  affects  people’s  buying  patterns.  Discuss  how  certain  types  of  commercials  are  on  at 
various  times  of  day  in  order  to  reach  a   select  target  audience.  For  example,  commercials  aimed  at  children  are  usually  shown  during 

cartoon  shows  on  Saturday  mornings.  Bring  in  examples  of  commercials  to  analyse;  explain  why  they  are  effective  or  ineffective. 

Encourage  your  students  to  bring  in  and  discuss  ads  they  feel  are  effective  or  ineffective. 

Activity  5 

Activity  5   looks  at  the  physical  facilities  necessary  to  produce  and  process  a   good  or  service.  This  activity  lends  itself  to  taking  a   field 

trip  to  see  how  something  is  produced.  By  actually  seeing  what  is  involved  in  producing  a   product  your  students  will  have  a   greater 

appreciation  of  the  commitment  business  people  must  undertake  to  produce  a   product.  If  it  is  not  possible  to  take  a   field  trip,  consult 

your  library  or  media  resource  centre  for  appropriate  audiovisual  material. 

The  video  Inside  a   Meat  Processing  Plant  could  be  viewed  at  this  time  or  as  an  Enrichment  activity.  It  shows  how  a   modem  meat- 
processing plant  operates. 

Activity  6 

Activity  6   looks  at  risk  management.  Ask  a   banker,  accountant,  or  financial  advisor  to  speak  to  your  class  on  managing  risk.  Topics  they 

may  cover  include 

•   ways  to  identify  business  weaknesses 

•   common  methods  of  reducing  risks  like  getting  expert  advise,  buying  insurance,  or  doing  strategic  planning 
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Activity  7 

Activity  7   is  a   case  study  of  a   real  business:  Heritage  Foods  Ltd.  of  Edmonton,  Alberta.  Have  someone  from  your  area  who  has  operated 

a   successful  business  share  his  or  her  experiences  with  your  students.  Ask  students  to  note  similarities  and  differences  between  your 

guest  speaker’s  experience  and  that  of  Makowecki. 

Activity  8 

Activity  8   demonstrates  that  producing  a   consumer  service  has  many  of  the  same  elements  as  producing  a   consumer  product.  Have  your 

students  compare  two  businesses  to  see  if  this  is  true.  Identify  those  things  that  are  common  to  both  a   manufacturer  and  a   service 

provider.  This  should  reinforce  what  was  learned  in  previous  activities. 

Section  1   Assignment  (75  marks) 

1 
.
 
 

Give  one  mark  for  correctly  matching  each  word  and  statement. 

a.  perishables 

b.  inputs 

c.  finished  goods 

d.  commodities 

e.  consumers 

(10  marks) 

f.  patent 

g.  profit h.  viable 

i.  collateral 

j.  robot 

2
.
 
 

Give  one  mark  for  each  item  in  the  proper  spot  for  the  Business  Plan  Outline. 

•   Business  Purpose 

-   Comapny  goals 

-   Customers  your  business  will  serve 
-   Mission  statement 

-   Name  of  business 

-   Product 

-   Product  name 

•   Marketing 

-   Advertising 

-   Customer  relations 

-   Sales  promotion 
-   Sales  staff 

-   Storage  and  distribution  systems 

•   Production 

-   Manufacturing  equipment 

-   Physical  plant  location 

•   Financial 

-   Loan  collateral 

-   Operating  costs 

-   Projected  income  statement  for  year  one 

-   Start-up  costs 

(21  marks) 

3.  Agriculture  and  Agrifood  Canada  is  responsible  for  inspecting  all  commodities  traded  in  Canada.  (2  marks) 

4.  It  is  important  to  go  through  a   test  stage  when  developing  a   consumer  product  to  identify  and  solve  problems  on  a   small  scale, 

rather  than  letting  them  occur  when  in  full-scale  production.  This  helps  build  an  efficient  system  and  reduces  costs  associated  with 

things  like  disrupted  manufacturing  schedules,  spoiled  goods,  and  waste.  (2  marks) 
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5.  Things  that  are  likely  to  happen  to  a   business  that  does  not  keep  accurate,  up-to-date,  financial  records  include 

•   being  unable  to  identify  the  business’s  current  financial  position:  asset  values,  creditor’s  claims,  and  owner’s  claims 

•   being  unable  to  judge  the  business’s  past  performance 
•   being  unable  to  clearly  see  the  direction  the  business  is  going  and  forecast  future  events 

•   being  reprimanded  by  the  government  for  not  filing  reports  on  time  with  possible  fines  and  penalties 

Give  two  marks  for  any  two  of  the  possible  answers.  (4  marks) 

6.  According  to  law,  food  product  labels  are  to  state 

•   the  common  name  of  the  product 

•   the  net  quantity  of  product  in  the  package 

•   list  of  ingredients  found  in  the  product  in  descending  order  of  proportion 

•   the  name  and  address  of  the  manufacturer  or  importer 

•   all  information  in  both  French  and  English 
(5  marks) 

7.  It  is  important  for  manufacturers  to  list  the  ingredients  of  their  food  products  on  the  product  label  for  the  following  reasons: 

•   It  is  a   way  of  alerting  people  with  food  allergies  to  possible  dangers. 

•   It  allows  consumers  to  compare  products. 

•   It  helps  consumers  make  decisions  based  on  health  concerns;  e.g.,  people  with  high  cholesterol  can  choose  products  low  in 
cholesterol. 

•   It  helps  consumers  assess  the  value  of  a   product;  e.g.,  amount  of  fillers  is  identified. 

Give  two  marks  for  one  of  the  preceding  answers  or  any  other  that  is  reasonable.  (2  marks) 

8.  Pieces  of  legislation  discussed  in  the  module  that  apply  to  consumer  products  include  the  following: 

•   Consumer  Packaging  Act 
•   Pest  Control  Products  Act 

•   Alberta  Agricultural  Chemicals  Act 

Give  one  mark  for  each  act  named  for  a   total  of  two  marks.  (2  marks) 

9.  Using  the  latest  technology  helps  to  maintain  product  quality  in  the  following  ways: 

•   It  helps  in  developing  products  by  improving  research  capabilities.  This  makes  it  possible  to  test  new  materials,  new 
methods,  or  new  designs. 

•   It  helps  in  most  manufacturing  situations  by  making  automation  possible.  Automation  improves  the  accuracy,  consistency, 
and  speed  of  manufacturing  processes. 

•   It  helps  in  monitoring  products  as  they  move  from  process  to  process  in  a   manufacturing  system.  Using  new  technologies, 
like  laser  detection  devices,  makes  it  easier  to  cull  out  defective  products.  Automated  monitoring  devices  maintain  optimal 

conditions  for  processing  and  storing  manufacturer  goods. 

•   New  technologies  make  it  possible  to  store  and  move  goods  to  markets  that  would  otherwise  be  unattainable.  For  example, 
the  use  of  refrigeration  units  makes  it  possible  to  ship  perishables  around  the  world.  The  use  of  such  technology  reduces 

spoilage  and  maintains  products  while  enroute  to  consumers. 
(12  marks) 
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10.  a.  It  is  expected  that  the  student  will  create  a   unique  advertisement.  Check  the  effectiveness  of  the  advertisement  in  providing 

factual  information,  including  items  on  how  processing  involving  a   field  crop  has  produced  a   superior  product,  and 

advertising  techniques  used  to  promote  the  product.  (5  marks) 

b.  The  list  of  features  and  the  reasons  students  give  for  using  those  features  will  vary.  Sample  answers  of  features  students  might 
use  include 

•   overall  size  of  the  advertisement 

•   use  of  lettering  size 

•   use  of  lettering  colour 

•   spacing  of  words 

•   inclusion  of  a   printed  text 

•   inclusion  of  pictures  or  illustrations 

•   spacing  of  the  illustration 
•   amount  of  information 

•   displaying  the  price 

The  advertisement  may  also  appeal  to  preferences  for 

•   taste 

•   smell 

•   appearance 

•   use  of  “lost  leader,”  give-away,  or  coupon 
•   coloured  advertisements  versus  black  and  white 
•   use  of  a   famous  face 

•   use  of  a   testimonial 
•   use  of  a   theme 

•   a   psychological  suggestion,  such  as  humour 
•   use  of  catch  words  or  phrases 

•   an  appeal  to  nutritional  needs 

•   convenience 

•   ease  of  storage 

•   lack  of  waste 

Check  to  see  that  each  feature  listed  by  the  student  has  an  appropriate  explanation  as  to  why  it  was  used.  At  least  some 

explanations  should  mention  how  processing  was  involved  in  producing  a   superior  product.  (10  marks) 

Section  2:  Career  Clusters 

Agriculture  is  an  important  industry  in  Alberta.  It  employs  thousands  of  people  and  accounts  for  billions  of  dollars  in  export  sales. 

Agriculture  impacts  many  sectors  of  the  economy,  providing  careers  and  opportunities  for  a   diverse  group  of  people.  The  development 

of  consumer  products  and  services  is  a   significant  part  of  the  agriculture  industry. 

Key  Concepts 

•   career  clusters  relevant  to  developing  a   consumer  product  or  service 

•   prediction  of  future  career  opportunities  and  trends  using  current  employment  statistics 

•   information  regarding  the  agriculture  industry  in  the  future  and  what  the  resulting  career  opportunities  might  be 

Teaching  Suggestions 

Activity  1 

Activity  1   looks  at  job  opportunities  broken  down  according  to  five  different  career  clusters:  processing,  marketing,  production,  support 

services,  and  resource  management.  You  can  do  two  things  in  this  activity.  First,  you  may  wish  to  invite  a   guest  speaker,  who  has  a 

career  in  one  of  the  career  clusters,  to  speak  to  your  class.  The  speaker  can  discuss  the  nature  of  his  or  her  job  with  your  students. 

Second,  you  could  invite  individuals  from  colleges  and  universities  to  come  to  your  classroom  to  discuss  the  educational  opportunities 

available  at  the  post-secondary  level. 

Activity  2 

Activity  2   looks  at  what  the  future  holds  for  agriculture.  As  an  interesting  comparison,  you  could  invite  someone  like  the  regional 

agricultural  specialists  to  come  in  and  do  a   presentation  on  agriculture:  past,  present,  and  future. 
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Consumer  Products  and  Services 

Section  2   Assignment  (25  marks) 

Students  are  to  report  on  a   job  that  was  described  in  Section  2.  The  report  format  is  given  to  them  in  the  assignment  booklet  and  they  are 

to  complete  each  section. 

Students  may  use  information  they  gathered  while  completing  the  activities  in  Section  2. 

Information  for  this  report  can  be  found  by  looking  through  job  dictionaries  or  booklets  produced  by  the  Ministry  of  Education  or 

Labour  or  Human  Resources  Development  Canada  offices.  If  students  have  access  to  the  Internet,  they  may  find  useful  information  by 

searching  under  these  words: 

Job  Futures 

Human  Resources  Development  Canada 

National  Occupational  Classification 

Career  Considerations 

Career  Moves 

Career  Directions 

Canada  Prospects 
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Final  Test 

Security 

Included  here  is  the  answer  key  to  the  Final  Test  and  the  student’s  copy  of  the  Final  Test. 
Teachers  should  keep  these  secure  against  unauthorized  student  access.  Students  should  not 

have  access  to  the  test  until  it  is  assigned  in  a   supervised  situation.  The  answers  should  be 

stored  securely  and  retained  by  the  teacher  at  all  times. 

Convenience 

The  student’s  copy  of  the  Final  Test  is  designed  for  photocopying  and  faxing. 



Final  Test:  Answer  Key 

AGRICULTURE  1060 

FINAL  TEST  ANSWER  KEY 

1.  Give  two  marks  for  each  correct  answer.  Answers  for  the  matching  question  are  given  here:  (28  marks) 

a. financial  plan 

f. 

marketing  plan 

k. 

operating  plan 
b. financial  plan 

g- 

business  purpose 1. business  purpose 

c. marketing  plan 
h. 

financial  plan 
m. 

financial  plan 

d. business  purpose i. operating  plan n. marketing  plan 

e. marketing  plan 

j- 

business  purpose 0. financial  plan 

2.  Organizations  that  set  standards  for  agricultural  products  in  Canada  include 

•   Health  Canada 

•   Agriculture  and  Agrifoods  Canada 
•   The  Canadian  Standards  Association  (6  marks) 

3.  Information  given  on  labels  and  packages  should  be  standardized  for  the  following  reasons: 

•   to  inform  people  of  the  contents  of  the  packages 

•   to  allow  consumers  to  compare  products:  quantity,  quality,  size,  etc. 

•   to  provide  consumers  with  the  name  of  the  manufacturer  so  consumers  can  contact  the  manufacturer  about  products 

•   to  warn  people  about  potential  hazards  of  using  products 

•   to  instruct  people  on  the  proper  use  of  products 

•   to  give  assurance  to  consumers  that  the  products  are  safe  to  use  (9  marks) 

4.  Consequences  a   food-processing  plant  may  face  if  it  does  not  implement  a   quality-control  program  include  the  following: 

•   Poor  raw  materials  may  be  used. 

•   Finished  products  may  be  contaminated  by  such  things  as  dirt,  grime,  animal  droppings,  grease,  or  oil. 

•   Pathogens  and  parasites  may  breed  in  the  processing  plant  and  infect  finished  goods. 

•   Processed  goods  may  not  be  cured  properly,  allowing  pathogens  and  parasites  to  thrive  in  finished  goods. 
•   Raw  materials  and  finished  goods  may  spoil. 

•   Safety  procedures  may  not  be  followed  by  staff,  making  it  possible  for  accidents  to  happen  or  contaminants  to  enter  foods. 

•   Consumers  may  be  harmed  by  contaminated  foods. 

•   The  company  could  be  sued  by  injured  parties  and  suffer  financially. 

•   The  company  could  gain  a   bad  reputation  and  lose  business.  (8  marks) 

5.  Products  should  be  advertised 

•   to  inform  potential  consumers  that  a   product  exists 

•   to  persuade  potential  consumers  to  purchase  the  product 

•   to  promote  the  company  making  the  product 

•   to  develop  brand  loyalty  (6  marks) 
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Final  Test:  Answer  Key 

Advantages Disadvantages 

Television •   can  be  creative 

•   can  be  persuasive 

•   uses  both  sight  and  sound  to  carry  message 

•   reaches  a   very  large  market 

•   targeted  at  specific  groups 

»   is  more  costly 

•   is  very  short  lived  and  must  be  repeated  to  have 
an  effect  on  consumers 

»   message  can  be  lost  in  a   group  of  ads 

Internet •   can  be  creative 

•   can  be  persuasive 

•   can  use  both  sight  and  sound  to  carry  message 
•   comes  at  a   low  cost 

•   has  a   long  life 

•   only  reaches  people  with  access  to  the  Internet 

•   restricted  to  people  who  find  your  Internet  site 

Give  two  marks  for  naming  the  medium  chosen;  four  marks  for  each  point  made  in  favour  of  the  medium  chosen;  two  marks  for 

each  point  against  the  other  medium.  (20  marks) 

7.  You  can  reduce  your  business  risks  if  you  do  the  following: 

•   Plan  for  eventualities  by  exploring  what  if  scenarios. 

•   Buy  raw  materials  from  more  than  one  supplier. 

•   Ask  professionals  for  advice. 

•   Use  legal  contracts  when  dealing  with  suppliers  and  customers. 

•   Get  adequate  insurance  on  the  plant’s  assets. 

•   Get  other  people  to  invest  in  your  plant  to  spread  the  risk.  (9  marks) 

8.  For  this  question  give  three  marks  for  naming  the  job,  three  marks  for  naming  the  career  cluster  in  which  it  is  found,  and  eight 

marks  for  discussing  the  job’s  duties.  Following  is  a   list  of  career  clusters.  Under  each  cluster  is  a   list  of  jobs  discussed  in  the 

module  related  to  that  cluster.  Following  each  job  is  a   brief  description  of  the  job’s  duties. 

Processing 

•   technicians 

-   operate  machinery 

-   service  machinery 

-   perform  quality-control  functions 

•   food  scientists 

-   discover  new  foods,  new  processing  methods,  or  new  distribution  systems 

-   are  responsible  for  setting  and  meeting  quality-control  standards 

-   investigate  new  methods  of  storing  and  preserving  foods 

-   inspect  products  and  processing  facilities  to  make  sure  they  meet  government  standards 

•   entrepreneurs 

-   identify  consumer  needs  and  start  businesses  to  meet  those  needs 

-   gather  necessary  resources 

•   managers 

-   see  that  resources  are  used  effectively  and  efficiently 

-   motivate  workers  to  reach  company  goals 
-   make  business  decisions 
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Marketing 

•   advertisers 

-   design  advertising  and  promotion  campaigns 

•   commodity  brokers 

-   negotiate  terms  of  sale  for  agricultural  commodities 

-   usually  act  on  behalf  of  companies  or  governments 

•   auctioneers 

-   help  buyers  and  sellers  come  together 

-   help  parties  negotiate  reasonable  sales  prices  for  goods  using  a   bidding  system 

•   salespeople 

-   present  products  to  potential  customers  in  a   favourable  manner 

-   advise  customers  on  the  best  way  to  use  products 

•   buyers 

-   seek  out  and  purchase  the  best  possible  goods  from  farmers 

-   know  a   great  deal  about  the  goods  they  purchase 

•   truckers 

-   move  agricultural  goods  from  sellers  to  buyers 

Production 

•   farmers 

-   grow  crops  or  raise  animals 
-   business  is  a   way  of  life 

•   agricultural  engineers 

-   use  engineering  principles  to  solve  agricultural  problems 

-   devise  better  farm  equipment,  more  effective  farm  buildings,  or  more  effective  agricultural  practices 

-   improve  farm  utilities 

-   work  on  water  drainage  and  flood  control 

•   plant  scientists 

-   identify  ways  and  means  of  growing  better  crops 

•   animal  scientists 

-   try  to  improve  animal  production 

•   soil  scientists 

-   try  to  improve  crops  by  studying  soils  and  the  relationships  between  soils  and  plants 

•   horticulturists 

-   are  involved  in  the  production  of  fruits,  flowers,  vegetables,  and  decorative  plants 

•   technicians 

-   assist  scientists  by  doing  day-to-day  activities  like  seeding,  fertilizing,  spraying,  and  harvesting  crops,  or  feeding  and 
caring  for  research  animals 

Support  Services 

•   bankers 

-   supply  customers  with  useful  financial  services  and  financial  advice 
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•   accountants 

-   provide  recordkeeping  services  and  tax  advice 

•   land  appraisers 

-   provide  clients  with  realistic  property  values 

•   lawyers 

-write  contracts,  act  on  behalf  of  clients  when  disputes  arise 

Resource  Management 

•   land  development  officers 
-   assess  available  land  base  in  an  area  and  determine  the  best  use  for  it 

-   control  growth  of  urban  and  industrial  areas 

•   environmental  workers 

-   monitor  air  and  water  pollution 

-   prepare  environmental  impact  studies 

•   regulatory  workers 

-   put  together  rules  and  regulations  that  protect  natural  resources 
-   enforce  rules 

(14  marks) 
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AGRICULTURE  1060 

FINAL  TEST 

GENERAL  INSTRUCTIONS 

YOU  HAVE  ONE  HOUR  TO  COMPLETE  THIS  TEST.  Work  through  the  entire  test  answering  the  questions 

you  are  sure  you  know.  You  will  then  be  able  to  concentrate  on  the  questions  of  which  you  are  not  quite  sure. 

TOTAL  MARKS:  100 
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Agriculture  1060 1 Final  Test 

Value 

100 

(28  marks) 

1.  Match  each  item  with  the  section  of  the  business  plan  in  which  it  appears.  Write  the  name  of 

the  section  on  the  blank  space  to  the  right  of  the  item.  The  first  one  has  been  done  for  you. 

Business  Plan  Sections 

business  purpose 

marketing  plan 

operating  plan 

financial  plan 

Items  Section  of  Business  Plan 

,   ,   ,   ^   financial  plan a.  balance  sheet    i     

b.  break-even  analysis    

c.  company  image    

d.  customer  needs    

e.  customer  relations    

f.  deliveries      

g.  goals    

h.  list  of  collateral    

i.  location  of  business      

j.  mission  statement    

k.  plant  and  equipment  requirements    

l.  product    

m.  profit  or  loss  statement    

n.  sales    

o.  start-up  costs  or  expansion  costs    

Name  of  Student Student  T.D.  # 

Name  of  School Date 



Agriculture  1060 2 Final  Test 

(6  marks)  2.  Name  three  organizations  that  set  standards  for  agricultural  products  in  Canada. 

(9  marks)  3.  Give  three  reasons  why  it  is  important  to  standardize  the  information  given  on  labels  and 

packages. 

(8  marks)  4.  Name  four  consequences  a   food-processing  plant  may  face  if  it  does  not  implement  a 

quality-control  program. 

(There  is  more  room  for  your  answer  on  the  next  page.) 

Name  of  Student 

Name  of  School 

Student  I.D.  # 

Date    



Agriculture  1060 3 Final  Test 

(6  marks)  5.  Name  three  reasons  for  advertising. 

(20  marks)  6.  If  you  were  asked  to  choose  between  television  and  the  Internet  as  a   medium  for  advertising 

a   potato  chip  product  aimed  at  the  teen  market,  which  would  you  choose  and  why? 

(There  is  more  room  for  your  answer  on  the  next  page.) 

Name  of  Student 

Name  of  School 

Student  I.D.  # 

Date    



Agriculture  1060 4 Final  Test 

(9  marks)  7.  Assume  you  are  the  manager  of  a   taco-processing  plant.  List  three  ways  you  could  reduce 

your  business  risks. 

Name  of  Student Student  I   D   # 

Name  of  School Date 



Agriculture  1060 5 Final  Test 

(14  marks) 8.  Several  jobs  were  mentioned  in  this  module.  Choose  one  of  the  jobs  that  was  described  in 

Section  2.  Write  a   paragraph  about  this  job,  stating  the  name  of  the  job  in  which  career 

cluster  that  job  is  found  and  a   brief  description  of  the  job’s  duties. 

Name  of  Student Student  T   f)  # 

Name  of  School Date 





TEACHER  QUESTIONNAIRE  FOR 

CONSUMER  PRODUCTS  AND  SERVICES  (AGR  1060) 

This  course  is  designed  in  a   new  distance  learning  formatj  so  we  are  interested  in  your  responses.  Your 

constructive  comments  will  be  greatly  appreciated,  as  future  course  revisions  can  then  incorporate  any 

necessary  improvements. 

Teacher’s  Name      Area  of  Expertise    

School  Name      Date    

Design 

1.  
The  modules  follow  a   definite  systematic  design.  Did  you  find  it  easy  to  follow? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  explain. 

2
.
 
 

Did  your  observations  reveal  that  the  students  found  the  design  easy  to  follow? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  explain. 

3

.

 

 

Did  you  find  the  Learning  Facilitator’s  Manual  helpful? 

□   Yes  
□   No  

If  no,  explain. 

4
.
 
 

Part  of  the  design  involves  stating  the  objectives  in  student  terms.  Did  you  find  this  helped  the  students 

understand  what  they  were  going  to  learn? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  explain. 
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5.  The  Learning  Facilitator’s  Manual  contains  answers  to  the  questions  in  the  Assignment  Booklet  and  a 

sample  test.  Did  you  find  these  helpful? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  explain. 

6.  
Did  the  Follow-up  Activities  prove  to  be  helpful? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  explain. 

7
.
 
 

Were  students  motivated  to  try  these  Follow-up  Activities? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  give  details. 

8.  
Suggestions  for  computer  and  video  activities  are  included  in  the  course.  Were  your  students  able  to  use 

these  activities? 

□   Yes  □   No  Comment  on  the  lines  below. 

9

.

 

 

Were  the  assignments  appropriate? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  give  details. 

10.  Did  you  fax  assignments?  □   Yes  □   No 

11.  If  you  did  fax,  did  you  get  satisfactory  results  from  using  this  procedure? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  give  details. 
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Instruction 

1 .  Did  you  find  the  instruction  clear? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  give  details. 

2.  Did  your  observations  reveal  that  the  students  found  the  instruction  interesting? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  give  details. 

3

.

 

 

Did  you  find  the  instruction  adequate? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  give  details. 

4

.

 

 

Was  the  reading  level  appropriate? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  give  details. 

5

.

 

 

Was  the  work  load  adequate? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  give  details. 

6

.

 

 

Was  the  content  accurate  and  current? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  give  details. 
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7.  Did  the  content  flow  consistently  and  logically? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  give  details. 

8.  If  applicable,  was  the  transition  between  print  and  other  media  smooth? 

□   Yes  □   No  If  no,  give  details. 

Additional  Comments 

Thanks  for  taking  the  time  to  complete  this  questionnaire. 

Your  feedback  is  important  to  us.  Please  return  this 

questionnaire  to  the  address  on  the  right. 

Fax  Number:  674-6561 

Instructional  Design  and  Development 

Learning  Technologies  Branch 
Box  4000 

Barrhead,  Alberta 
T7N  1P4 

Note:  Please  ensure  that  each  of  your  students  has  completed  and  forwarded  a   copy  of  the  Course  Survey. 
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